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• Medically complex/ premature neonates may have difficulties with suck/ 
swallow coordination (Lau, 2016)

• Poor early feeding experiences can impact on time in hospital and increased 
parental stress, and may contribute to chronic feeding problems (Park et al., 
2016; Jadcherla et al., 2016)

• Reducing flow rate is one way to support improved suck-swallow-breath 
coordination (Pados et al., 2019)

• International studies have found significant variability in teat flow within and 
across brands (Pados et al., 2019; Bell & Harding, 2019)

• 27 different teat types were tested (n=405 total tests conducted)
• Significant variability observed across different slow and extra-slow flow 

brands (p<0.01)
• Five clusters found (see Figure 2), where 1=slowest group and 5=fastest 

group
• Variable flow rates also observed for the same type of teat (8 low 

variability, 13 medium variability, 6 high variability)

Decision-making regarding teat inclusion via departmental consensus
15 of each teat and bottle type posted to the US for testing on original equipment 

Teats and bottles tested on US 
equipment (Figure 1)

• Applied suction pressure of 
230mmHg with a suction rate of 
108 cycles/ minute using a breast 
pump

• Equal hydrostatic pressure was 
maintained inside each bottle 

• Suction applied for 1 minute and 
weight on the scale afterwards 
was converted to grams using 
formula density (0.97mL/gram)

Statistical testing conducted
• Compared flow rates across AND within different slow/ extra-slow brands
• Completed cluster analysis to group teats according to flow rate

Figure 2. Teat brand and type clustered according to flow rate. Teats marked 
with an asterisk* were found to have low variability (coefficient of variation<0.1)

Questions? Sally.Clarke2@health.qld.gov.au

The clinical implications of this research?

1. Not all teats labelled as slow or 
extra slow flow at the same rate

2. Understanding which teats are 
consistent and slower flowing 
may be beneficial in supporting 
safer and more efficient feeding 
for fragile patients

Disclaimer: We are a breastfeeding-friendly hospital and promote and encourage 
breastfeeding wherever possible. The Queensland Children’s Hospital does not 
endorse any particular teat brand or type. 
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